
Golf Clash

**About Golf Clash**

Golf Clash is a sports game for smartphones and tablets, in which players compete against

opponents in real time and have to hit the golf ball into the hole in as few shots as possible.

In Golf Clash, you play golf tournaments against opponents from all over the world in real-time.

Swing your golf club and move the ball into the hole in as few shots as possible. If you win a duel,

you get coins and gift chests. Collect as many coins as you can and improve your clubs. You can

also connect the game to Facebook in order to play with your friends. Chat with opponents, record

your best shots and share your best golfing experiences with your friends.

**Golf Clash Features:**

- Play golf tournaments: In Golf Clash, you can compete against opponents from all over the world

in real-time. Challenge players in golf tournaments, play 1-on-1 duels and prove your skills. In the

golf tournaments, only one hole is played. Who needs less shots to get the ball into the hole, wins

the duel. 

- Easy control: Golf Clash is easy to control, so even young players have fun with this arcade game.

To hit a golf ball, simply drag your finger across the touch screen to determine the flight distance

and direction of the ball. When you release your finger, you hit the ball.

- Collect coins: At the beginning of each game you have to make a stake with your coins. Your

stake is always half the profit. You can use the coins to improve various features of your clubs,

such as the accuracy, the power, or the top spin.

- Play with friends: If you connect GolfClash to Facebook, you can compete against your friends.

Play thrilling duels and show them that you are the best golf player in your circle of friends.

- Share your favorite golfing experiences: The app is equipped with a special recording function

that allows you to capture your best shots. Save the video on your device and share it with your

friends or family.

Conclusion: With Golf Clash, you can now easily play golf on your smartphone and tablet.

Challenge players from all over the world, play thrilling 1-on-1 duels in real-time and hit the ball into

the hole in as few shots as possible. Since you can play Golf Clash with your friends and share

your best punches with them, playing this game is even more fun.


